[Prevalence of risk factors and mechanisms of transmission of acute viral hepatitis type B and C in Bucharest municipality: 2001-2008].
Analysis of risk factors for achieving clinically overt hepatitis B and hepatitis C in the population of Bucharest municipality. retrospective and descriptive study on hospital patients cohort. Cases - in the study have been enrolled all acute viral hepatitis B and C confirmed by the two infectious diseases university clinics of Bucharest municipality, during the time interval 2001-2008, among the residents of the municipality. Infection risk factors - for every case of hepatitis B and hepatitis C with the simptoms onset placed during the time interval 2001-2008, it was associated "the most plausible" risk factor, detected by case investigation. For contemplation of control strategies the risk factors were stratified by mechanisms of virus transmission and by age groups. The analysis consists mainly in statistical comparing of cases prevalence in each etiology by risk factors and mechanisms of visus transmission. Patients cohort included 1440 hepatitis B cases and 227 hepatitis C cases, respectively. The most prevalent individual risk factor in hepatitis B was the sexual contact with multiple partners (51,0%) while in hepatitis C the use of ilegal injectable drugs (46,3%). The prevalences of hepatitis B and hepatitis C cases by the four mechanisms of virus transmmission were similar (p = 0,52). For both etiologies the high risk behaviours represented the principal mechanism of virus transmission (64,1% in hepatitis B and 63,4% in hepatitis C, respectively); additionaly, for both etiologies the most prevalent mechanisms of virus transmission by age groups were indentically, namely: (a) consumption of medical services in the age group 55+ years, (b) high risk behaviours in the age group 13-54 years and (c) contact with case or virus carrier in the age group 0-12 years, respectively. in the time period 2001 - 2008 the structure by mechanisms of virus transmission in hepatitis B and hepatitis C cases reported in the population of Bucharest municipaly was statistically similar, for both etiologies the most prevalent mechanism (> 60%) was represented by high risk behaviours. This reality strongly suggests that additionaly to the current strategies for prevention of the infection with hepatitic visuses B and C, the decisive strategy to control of the two infection needs to be extended with an effective education satelite focused on high risk groups.